A Comparison of statistical methods for hospital performance assessment
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ABSTRACT

During hospital quality improvement activities, statistical approaches are critical to help assess hospital performance for benchmarking. Current statistical approaches are used primarily for research and reimbursement purposes. In this multi-institutional study, these established statistical methods were evaluated for quality improvement applications. Leveraging a dataset of 42,199 patients who underwent coronary artery bypass grafting surgery from 2014 to 2016 across 90 hospitals, six statistical approaches were applied. The non-shrinkage methods were: (1) indirect standardization without hospital effect; (2) indirect standardization with hospital fixed effect; (3) direct standardization with hospital fixed effect. The shrinkage methods were: (4) indirect standardization with hospital random effect; (5) direct standardization with hospital random effect; (6) Bayesian method. Hospital performance related to operative mortality and major morbidity or mortality was compared across methods based on variation in adjusted rates, rankings, and performance outliers. Method performance was evaluated across procedure volume terciles: small (<96 cases/year), medium (96-171), and large (>171). Shrinkage methods reduced inter-hospital variation (min-max) for mortality (observed: 0%-10%; adjusted: 1.5%-2.4%) and major morbidity or mortality (observed: 2.6%-35%; adjusted: 6.9%-17.5%). Shrinkage methods shrunk hospital rates toward the group mean. Direct standardization with hospital random effect, compared to fixed effect, resulted in 16.7%-38.9% of hospitals changing quintile mortality ranking. Indirect standardization with hospital random effect resulted in no performance outliers among small and medium hospitals for mortality, while logistic and fixed effect methods identified one small and three medium outlier hospitals. The choice of statistical method greatly impacts hospital ranking and performance outlier’ status. These findings should be considered when benchmarking hospital performance for hospital quality improvement activities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Investigators have developed several statistical methods to address differences in patient demographics and health status to support fair comparisons when evaluating hospital performance. These hospital comparisons have multiple uses, including: (1) supporting patient decision-making, (2) public reporting, and (3) healthcare reimbursement. Evaluating the role of each of these identified statistical methods for hospital ranking is important insight for foundationally supporting quality improvement activities.

Distinct from reimbursement purposes that result in penalty or rewards to hospitals identified as low and high-performance outliers, quality improvement seeks to learn and subsequently disseminate best practices from hospitals identified as high-performance outliers. Established statistical methods to rank hospital performance include indirect standardization with each hospital’s own case-mix and direct standardization with a same reference case mix for all hospitals. These standardization methods are used in conjunction with various statistical models, including standard logistic regression, fixed effect or random effect modeling for risk adjustment. For example, the Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS) risk model for Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting (CABG) applies logistic regression models in conjunction with indirect standardization for hospital performance comparisons. The STS also advocates a Bayesian approach that ultimately ranks hospitals with a typical case-mix for all hospitals.

On the other hand, the Hospital Compare program from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services uses hierarchical logistic regression models (random effect models) to calculate ratios of predicted to expected outcomes for a given hospital. While random effect models result in shrinkage of hospital rates towards the group mean, especially for low volume hospitals, fixed effect models may be more likely to identify performance outliers (i.e., false positive). However, the application of these alternative modeling approaches may lead to divergent hospital ranking for the same hospital, thus adversely impacting efforts to identify high and low-performance outliers to support quality improvement.

This study leveraged a clinical dataset reflecting isolated CABG procedures performed between 2014 and 2016 across 90 hospitals from 11 states. The aim of this study was to evaluate the existing statistical models in terms of their role to support hospital ranking and identification of low- and high-performance outliers for quality improvement.

2. METHODS

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Michigan on 2/28/2017.

2.1 Data example and patient population

Clinical data were collected through each of the following quality collaboratives participating in the National Cardiac Surgery Quality IMPROVE Network: The Cardiac Care Outcomes Assessment Program from Washington, Maryland Cardiac Surgery Quality Initiative, Michigan Society of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgeons, Northern New England Cardiovascular Disease Study Group, Heart Institute at Providence St. Joseph Health, and the Texas Quality Initiative. Data sharing was permitted through a data use agreement between the collaborative coordinating centers. Data were collected according to the STS Adults Cardiac Surgery Registry specifications.

Missing data were handled following the previous STS risk models. Statistical models were applied among a dataset representing isolated CABG procedures performed across 90 centers from the IMPROVE Network. Model development was performed among 42,199 procedures in 2014-2016, while hospital ranking was evaluated among 14,211 procedures in 2016.

2.2 Measures

Analyses leveraged two established outcome measures for hospital ranking: (1) operative mortality and (2) major morbidity or mortality. The major morbidity or mortality measure was defined by STS and is composed of six component outcomes: (1) operative mortality; (2) permanent stroke (cerebrovascular accident); (3) renal failure; (4) prolonged ventilation (longer than 24 hours); (5) deep sternal wound infection; (6) reoperation for any reason. Risk factors included in the STS published mortality models were used for risk adjustment. Hospitals were categorized into terciles based on their CABG volumes in 2016 (low: < 96, medium: 96-171, high: > 171) to estimate the effect of hospital procedural volume on hospital ranking.

2.3 Modeling approaches

2.3.1 Risk-adjustment models

Three broad categories of risk-adjustment models were implemented: (1) standard logistic regression models with no hospital effect, (2) fixed effect models accounting for hospital fixed effects, and (3) random effects models accounting for hospital random effects with empirical Bayes estimates.

Two stages of modeling were applied to address the potential instability of point estimates. We first used three years of data (2014-2016) to obtain patient-level coefficients, and sub-
sequentially used these coefficients to estimate hospital level effects in 2016 for hospital ranking. Details of the model evaluations for both outcomes are provided in Supplemental Table 1. The adjusted rates of each outcome were estimated using data from 2016.

2.3.2 Estimating rates using direct and indirect standardization

Rates of each outcome were estimated for each hospital using either direct or indirect standardization combined with the above risk-adjustment models.

Direct standardization assumes a same reference case-mix for every hospital, which is the combined patient sample from all 90 hospitals in our data. Two approaches for direct standardization were applied: (1) including hospital-specific fixed effect estimates (“Dir_fixed”) and (2) including hospital-specific random effect estimates, which also is known as shrinkage estimates (“Dir_random”).

Three approaches for indirect standardization were applied to generate an observed-to-expected (O/E) ratio or a predicted to expected (P/E) ratio. The expected number of events (E) for each hospital was the sum of the adjusted patients’ risk within each hospital combined with: (1) the median hospital effect from the fixed effect model (“Indir_fixed”), (2) the mean hospital effect from the random effect model (“Indir_random”), or (3) the standard logistic model absent any hospital effect (“Indir_logit”). The observed number of events (O) in the O/E ratios was the sum of patients identified as having an outcome (operative mortality, major morbidity or mortality) within each hospital. Clopper-Pearson exact binomial confidence intervals were used to construct the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the O/E ratios. The predicted number of events (P) in the predicted to expected (P/E) ratios were calculated from the random effect models including hospital-specific random effects. Bootstrapping 95% CIs were constructed for the P/E ratio. Indirect standardized rates for each hospital were subsequently calculated by multiplying the overall outcome rate with the hospital-specific O/E ratio (“Indir_fixed” or “Indir_logit”) or the hospital specific P/E ratio (“Indir_random”).

2.3.3 Bayesian approach

The Bayesian method (“Bayesian”) was implemented based on the STS approach. Diffuse prior was specified for the parameters included in the models. Hospital performance was assigned to the average if risk-standardized rates were statistically indistinguishable from the average rate, based on the 95% Bayesian certainty criterion.

2.4 Comparison of modeling approaches

Several approaches were used to compare findings from the applied statistical models. First, the distribution and correlation of hospital-specific outcome rates were compared across statistical methods. Second, hospital rankings derived from the standardized rates were compared. Third, performance outliers were compared based on 95% confidence intervals. Specifically, a hospital was considered a “better hospital” with an outcome rate lower than the expected average rate if the 95% confidence interval of its O/E ratio or P/E ratio was lower than 1, while a hospital was considered a “worse hospital” with an outcome rate higher than the expected average rate if the 95% confidence interval of its O/E ratio or P/E ratio was above 1.

A p-value of less than .05 was considered significant for all two-tailed significance testing. Welch’s ANOVA was used to test the difference across hospital terciles. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was used to quantify the correlation between the two rates. Detailed methods can be found in Appendix B (Supplemental Methods and Codes). Statistical analyses were conducted using SAS software, Version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and R version 3.5.2 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

3. RESULTS

3.1 Variation of outcomes across hospitals

From the 90 participating hospitals, the mean observed mortality was 2.1% (standard deviation (std): 1.8%; range: 0%-10%) mortality, and the mean observed major morbidity or mortality was 10.8% (std: 5.2%; range: 2.6%-35.0%). Small hospitals (min-max: 0%-10.0% for operative mortality; 2.6%-35% for major morbidity or mortality) had greater variation in outcomes when compared to larger hospitals (min-max: 0.3%-3.6% for operative mortality; 6.7%-15.6% for major morbidity or mortality), Supplemental Figure 1. Hospital operative mortality and, major morbidity or mortality = .22).

3.2 Methods with shrinkage estimates reduced hospital outcome variation

The methods that used shrinkage estimates (Indir_random, Dir_random, Bayesian) reduced the variation of standardized rates (see Figure 1). Based on the boxplot, for operative mortality, the non-shrinkage methods had a similar distribution of hospital standardized rates for each hospital tercile. For example, in the small hospital tercile, Indir_logit resulted in standardized rates ranging 0%-6.6%, while Indir_fixed had rates ranging 0%-6.6% and Dir_fixed ranging 0%-6.5%. The
shrinkage methods also had a similar distribution of standardized rates for each hospital tercile, but had reduced outcome variation when compared to the non-shrinkage methods. In the small hospital tercile, the methods with shrinkage had similar distribution: Indir_random (standardized rates minimum: 1.6%-2.4%), Dir_random (1.6%-2.3%), and Bayesian (1.7%-2.3%) (see Figure 1A). Shrinkage methods also resulted in a reduction of hospital variation in major morbidity or mortality when compared to the non-shrinkage methods (see Figure 1B).

The shrinkage methods moved hospital standardized rates toward the average, particularly for small hospitals. For example, seven small hospitals had greater than 4% standardized mortality rates under the Indir_fixed method (a non-shrinkage method). After shrinkage under the Indir_random method, these hospitals had their standardized rates closer to the average rate of 2.1% (see Figure 2A). For hospitals with a zero mortality rate, their standardized rates from the Indir_random method were between 1.6% and 1.8%. Similar results were observed from direct standardization methods (Dir_fixed vs. Dir_random, Pearson correlation $r = 0.89$, see Figure 2B). A similar shrinkage effect was also observed for major morbidity or mortality which had higher event rates (see Figure 2C and 2D). Two small hospitals with the Indir_fixed standardized rates of 24% had the Indir_random standardized rate of 15% after shrinkage. The correlation between the standardized rates remained high (Indir_random vs. Indir_fixed: $r = 0.96$; Dir_random vs. Dir_fixed: $r = 0.95$).

Figure 1. Distribution of standardized rates across statistical approaches

Indir_logit: indirect standardization with logistic regression models; Indir_fixed: indirect standardization with fixed effect models, Indir_random: indirect standardization with random effect models; Dir_fixed: direct standardization with fixed effect models; Dir_random: direct standardization with random effect models; Bayesian: Bayesian model. A) mortality; B) major morbidity or mortality. The line in the middle of each box is the median. The box represents the middle 50% of the data. The box edges are the 25th and 75th percentiles. The circle inside the box represents the mean. The circle outside the box represents the outliers. The colors represent the hospital size.

### 3.3 Methods with shrinkage change hospital rankings

The absolute hospital rankings changed as different methods changed the standardized rates (see Supplemental Figure 2). To quantify the change in rankings, hospitals were classified into quintiles based on their absolute rankings. Compared to the mortality quintiles rankings under the Dir_fixed method, 16.7% to 38.9% of hospitals in each quintile rank changed their quintile ranks when the Dir_random method was applied (see Table 1A). For example, 22.2% and 5.6% of hospitals in the 1st mortality quintile ranks under the Dir_fixed method were re-classified into the 2nd and 3rd quintile rank under Dir_random methods respectively, all of which were small hospitals. For major morbidity or mortality quintile rankings based on non-shrinkage methods (Dir_fixed), 5.6% to 27.8% of the hospitals in each quintile rank changed their ranks when shrinkage methods (Dir_random) were applied (see Table 1B). The changes across quintiles for the other methods are shown in Supplemental Table 2.

Small hospitals moved toward the middle in hospital ranking when the shrinkage methods were applied, resulting in fewer small hospitals at the top 10% and bottom 10% of the ranking. For example, methods without shrinkage (Indir_logit,
Indir_fixed, Dir_fixed) had 5 small hospitals and 4 medium-size hospitals in the top 10% for performance, whereas 6 small and 3 medium-sized hospitals were in the bottom 10% of hospitals. Methods with shrinkage (Indir_random, Dir_random, Bayesian) had no small, 8 large, and 1 medium-sized hospital for performing in the top 10%, whereas 4 small, 3 medium, and 2 large-sized hospitals were in the bottom 10% ranking for mortality (Supplemental Table 3).

Figure 2. Shrinkage methods move small hospitals towards the average, and reduce hospital variation
Scatter plots of standardized rates across methods are shown. Each bubble represents a hospital; the bubble size reflects the hospital relative case volume. A) For mortality as the outcome, the correlation between indirect standardized rates from Indir_random (a shrinkage method) vs. Indir_fixed (a non-shrinkage method) is shown. r = 0.885 (p < .0001). B) For mortality as the outcome, the correlation between direct standardized rates from Dir_random (a shrinkage method) vs. Dir_fixed (a non-shrinkage method) is shown. r = 0.886 (p < .0001). C) For major morbidity or mortality as the outcome, the correlation between indirect standardized rates from Indir_random vs. Indir_fixed is shown. r = 0.956 (p < .0001). D) For major morbidity or mortality as the outcome, the correlation between direct standardized rates from Dir_random vs. Dir_fixed is shown. r = 0.95 (p < .0001).

3.4 Methods identified different performance outliers
To examine if different methods yielded distinct performance outliers, we compared the ratio of observed or predicted rates to the expected rates (assuming average hospital effect) in each method to identify performance outliers. For mortality, the Indir_random (P/E) method identified 5 large hospitals with significant lower predicted rates than expected (better hospitals), while the Indir_logit and Indir_fixed (O/E) methods identified 1 small hospital and 3 medium hospitals with significant higher observed rates than expected (worse hospitals) (see Supplemental Figure 3A). For the more common major morbidity or mortality outcomes, all three methods (Indir_logit, Indir_fixed, Indir_random) identified both small and large hospitals as performance outliers, but the identified hospital outliers varied by methods (Supplemental Figure 3B).
### Table 1. Comparison of hospital quintile rankings based on direct standardized rates with and without shrinkage

#### A. Quintiles ranking changes for hospital mortality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quintiles based on Dir_random method with shrinkage</th>
<th>Quintiles based on Dir_fixed method without shrinkage, no. (column %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 “Low”</td>
<td>13 (72.2%) 5 (27.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 (22.2%) 11 (61.1%) 13 (72.2%) 2 (11.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 (5.6%) 2 (11.1%) 13 (72.2%) 2 (11.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 (11.1%) 13 (72.2%) 3 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 “High”</td>
<td>3 (16.7%) 15 (83.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. of Hospitals with changing rankings

| Small | 5 (27.8%) 7 (38.9%) 5 (27.8%) 3 (16.7%) |
| Medium| 0 1 0 0 2 |
| Large | 0 4 5 3 0 |

#### B. Quintiles ranking changes for hospital major morbidity or mortality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quintiles based on Dir_random method with shrinkage</th>
<th>Quintiles based on Dir_fixed method without shrinkage, no. (column %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 “Low”</td>
<td>15 (83.3%) 3 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 (16.7%) 13 (72.2%) 2 (11.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 (11.1%) 15 (83.3%) 1 (5.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 (5.6%) 16 (88.9%) 1 (5.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 “High”</td>
<td>1 (5.6%) 17 (94.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. of Hospitals with changing rankings

| Small | 3 (16.7%) 5 (27.8%) 3 (16.7%) 2 (11.1%) 1 (5.6%) |
| Medium| 3 2 0 1 1 |
| Large | 0 2 2 1 0 |

### Table 2. Summary of surveyed statistical methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Indirect standardization with logistic model</th>
<th>Indirect standardization with fixed effect model</th>
<th>Indirect standardization with random effect model</th>
<th>Direct standardization with fixed effect model</th>
<th>Direct standardization with random effect model</th>
<th>Bayesian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Indir_logit</td>
<td>Indir_fixed</td>
<td>Indir_random</td>
<td>Dir_fixed</td>
<td>Dir_random</td>
<td>Bayesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model hospital effect</td>
<td>Logistic (no hospital effect)</td>
<td>Fixed effect</td>
<td>Random effect</td>
<td>Fixed effect</td>
<td>Random effect</td>
<td>Bayesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardization</td>
<td>O/E, indirect</td>
<td>O/E, indirect</td>
<td>P/E, indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrinkage</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-mix for standardization</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct comparisons</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengths</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Control potential confounders between hospital and patients</td>
<td>Shrinkage; stable estimates for small hospitals</td>
<td>Direct comparisons</td>
<td>Direct comparisons</td>
<td>Full Bayesian, shrinkage, direct comparisons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakness</td>
<td>Hospital effect is not captured</td>
<td>Large standard error for small hospitals</td>
<td>Bias when hospital effect is correlated with patient effect; Minimize observation variation</td>
<td>Inaccurate representation when hospitals do not have the same case mix</td>
<td>Inaccurate representation when hospitals do not have the same case mix. Minimize observation variation</td>
<td>Inaccurate representation when hospitals do not have the same case mix. Minimize observation variation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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4. DISCUSSION

In this study, we leveraged a clinical database of 90 hospitals participating in the IMPROVE network to evaluate the ability of different statistical methods to rank hospital performance for benchmarking quality improvement. Unlike previous studies that either used simulation data or administrative data to explore a limited number of methods for hospital comparisons, this study used real-world clinical data, ensured the same case-mix adjustment, and performed a thorough examination of existing methods for hospital comparisons in order to support quality improvement. Importantly, we revealed significantly different rankings and performance outliers from shrinkage versus non-shrinkage methods (see Figure 3). Under non-shrinkage methods, the hospital outcome variation is large. The small hospitals tend to rank as the “worse” hospitals with the standardized rates derived from the non-shrinkage methods. Under shrinkage methods, hospital outcome variation shrinks. Both small and large hospitals move toward the average, while the small hospitals typically move more than the large hospitals. We further summarized the pros and cons of these existing methods in Table 2.

![Figure 3. Summary of the impact on hospital rankings by methods](image)

Non-shrinkage methods including Indir_logit, Indir_fixed, Dir_fixed have the following impact on hospital rankings: (1) the hospital outcome variation is large; (2) small hospitals tend to rank as the “worse” hospitals. Shrinkage methods including Indir_random, Dir_random, Bayesian have the following impact on hospital rankings: (1) hospital outcome variation shrinks; (2) the small & large hospitals both move towards the average, although the small hospitals more so.

Among the three types of statistical models we explored, the fixed effect and random effect models perform better, as assessed by the c-statistics, than standard logistic regression models. The fixed effect and random effect models additionally suggest that some variation in hospital outcomes may be attributed to the hospital level, given that patients are clustered within hospitals. In the case when there is a correlation between hospital effects and patient risk factors, random effect models cannot provide accurate estimates, while fixed effects models can yield unbiased estimates.\cite{12,22,23} Unlike prior literature,\cite{19} we obtained consistent results of patient-level effects from both the fixed and random effect models. For example, the model estimates from random-effects models were quantitatively similar to those from fixed effects models, which indicates that the hospital-level effects were unlikely confounding with the patient-level factors in our data.

Among the methods we surveyed, the P/E ratio derived from the random effect model (Indir_random), direct standardization rate from the random effect model (Dir_random), and the STS Bayesian method (Bayesian) yielded shrinkage of hospital variation. Indir_random and Dir_random used empirical Bayes estimators, and Bayesian used fully Bayesian estimators. These shrinkage methods provide substantially different hospital rankings compared to non-shrinkage methods. Shrinkage methods have a greater impact on small hospitals compared to large hospitals, and thus identify fewer small hospitals as performance outliers and results in fewer small hospitals ranking in the top and bottom 10%.

These results are consistent with the findings in the literature about shrinkage methods.\cite{5,13,14} Dimick et al., utilizing the American College of Surgeons’ National Surgical Quality Improvement Program, demonstrated the value of utilizing reliability adjustment to remove statistical noise in adjusted hospital outcomes reporting.\cite{14} Glance et al. used data from the New York State Cardiac Surgery Database to evaluate different risk adjustment models for identifying performance outliers, including standard logistic regression, fixed effects or random effects modeling.\cite{5} Glance found that the random effects models identified fewer performance outliers than the fixed effects or standard logistic regression approaches, in part due to the use of shrinkage estimators. Our study demonstrated a reduction of variability of direct standardized hospital outcome rates when using shrinkage estimates from random effects models. This shrinkage effect may underestimate the difference between hospital performance, particularly for smaller hospitals.

Direct standardization and indirect standardization have distinct interpretations in hospital ranking.\cite{24} Direct standardization imposes the same reference population that allows direct hospital comparisons. When there is a substantial difference in case-mix across hospitals, this may not be a
practical approach. Indirect standardization compares the hospital performance with its own case-mix, thus hospitals cannot compare directly with each other unless the two hospitals share a similar case-mix. Our results show that direct standardized rates have a strong correlation with indirect standardized rates (Dir_random vs. Indir_random, \( r = 0.998 \)), and the hospitals ranking in the top and bottom 10% are almost identical in these two standardization methods (Supplemental Figure 4).

We acknowledge some limitations inherent in our study. First, as with any observational cohort study, our findings could be subject to unmeasured confounding at the patient and hospital level. The existing ranking methods are not able to capture hospital-level factors except for hospital volume. However, we have included all risk factors that the STS risk models consider. Second, as there is no single gold standard method for hospital ranking and true hospital performance is unknown, a simulation study would be needed to assess the ability of each method to identify true hospital performance. However, we emphasized that our findings, using real-world data, could provide guidance in real-world practice. Thirdly, we recognize that our findings may only be generalizable to our participating centers. The average hospital performance in this study was derived from models with the 90 hospitals in our data. But we consider this number of hospitals sufficient to discuss the difference in methods.

This present survey of established risk adjustment models has important implications for advancing quality improvement. It is important to recognize that there are no existing consensus criteria to guide which statistical approach to use for quality improvement benchmarking. Nonetheless, the present findings suggest that each method has both its strengths and limitations. Some methods (e.g., random effect model) are sensitive to hospital procedural volume,\(^{[25]}\) resulting in large changes in both ranking and outlier status (see Table 1 and Figure 2). Nonetheless, other methods (e.g., fixed effect methods) are less impacted by hospital procedural volume although are susceptible to falsely identifying more performance outliers (e.g., false positives).\(^{[26]}\) Whereas there are financial penalties associated with a hospital being identified as a low performance outlier within the setting of health policy, the consequences of site visiting a hospital mistakenly identified as high performance outlier are much smaller. We recommend that end users wishing to advance quality improvement activities consider the strengths and weaknesses of each statistical method given the potential for disparate findings, see Table 2.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Different choices of methods can result in changes to hospital rankings and misclassification of performance outliers’ status. In this study, we have summarized the pros and cons of existing statistical methods in order to support quality improvement programs in choosing a suitable option for hospital benchmarking.
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